
The UHP-D double station heat press machine is upgraded by the most popular UHP serial heat press with
stable quality and attractive price. As this heat press machine is with dual working stations, it can enhance
your efficiency and productivity. You can load materials while the other station of this sublimation printing
machine is pressing to reduce the idle time bettween presses.

The under base for this popular heat transfer printing machine can be slided right & left very easily, then
you can have comfortable operability. And it can be produced per auto open design or manual design.
Please choose your needs before production.

The UHP-D dual station heat press is good for bulk production and distributers who want cheap sublimation
machine heat press transfer.
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Double Station with Right & Left Slider: This makes the heat
press efficient and productive; Also it is easy and safe to operate
the heat press
machine.                                                           

Anti-scald Protect Metal Cover: With the cover, it can prevent
the operator from scald, and it makes the sublimation heat press
machine look more elegant.



Auto Open design: When setting time finishs, the heat press can
be open automatically, giving your time to focus on other things of
your project while you are doing transfer.

 High-quality Gas Spring: This gas spring makes the press
machine open smoothly and safely;

 

 
Model No.  UHP-15M-D/ UHP-20M-D
 Machine Type  Auto Open, Double-Station
 Platen Size  15''*15''/16''*20'' (38*38cm/40*50cm) 
 Controller  GY-04 Digital Time & Temp. Control
 Voltage  120V/ 220V
 Currency  11A/ 20A
 Power  1.6KW/ 1.8KW
 Frequency  50HZ/ 60HZ
 Time Range  0-999 sec.
 Maximum Temp.  225 ℃
 Temperature Accuracy  ±0.5%℃
 Machine Size  88x73.3x41cm
 Wooden Box Size  101x88x58cm (for 40x50 one)
 Net Weight  88kg for 40x50 one
 Gross Weight  95kg for 40x50 one
 Certification  CE
 

The UHP-D dual station heat press is good for bulk production to transfer T-shirts, Puzzle, Mouse Pad, Metal
Board, Fridge Magnet, Coaster, Slipper, Bag, Cushion etc.

https://www.heatpress.cn/products/Auto-Open-Heat-Press-with-Shuttle-Double-Stations-UHP-D.html


Microtec's primary service goal is to support all of our customers, could deal with their heat transfer
business without interruptions.
So Microtec offers FREE SPARE PARTS with quantity order and the following warranty:
*Free lifetime technical support on all heat presses.
*Two-year warranty on entire press & parts.
*Five-year warranty on castings and welds.
*Five-year warranty on heat platen.
*Half- year warranty on mug, plate and cap heaters.
 


